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Society: Book Reviews

Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
They Dared to Dream: Florida Women Who Shaped History. By Doris
Weatherford with the Florida Commission on the Status of
Women Foundation, Inc. (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2015. Notes, bibliography, illustrations, index. Pp.
536. $36. 95 cloth.)
"An alien from another planet could read our history books
and conclude that men created modern civilization on their own,"
writes Doris Weatherford, "but the simple fact is that without them,
history ends in a generation. Without women, there is no historynor any future" (506). In an attempt to insert the missing leaves
from earlier histories of Florida, Weatherford, known best for
her work on the suffrage movement, offers fascinating and often
neglected stories of women who have contributed in every field of
endeavor in the Sunshine State. Her work will assist both scholars
and interested lay people.
The author accepted a staggering challenge: to survey, in eleven chapters arranged chronologically, the story of women in what
is today Florida from their appearance some twelve thousand years
ago to the present day. From the earliest pages of the first chapters, the reader encounters tidbits of memorable information. For
example, Weatherford notes that Columbus' initial voyage benefited not only from the woman everyone knows, Isabella of Castile,
but also from his mother-in-law, whose maps he borrowed. She
mentions as well that in 1513 Beatriz and Juana Jimenez accompanied Ponce de Leon from Puerto Rico to the Melbourne area.
What one does not find, regrettably, is interpretation. Again and
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again, this reviewer was left to wonder; what does this all mean?
There are facts and anecdotes in abundance, but, except in the
chapters that address women in suffrage and World War II, analysis
is lacking. For example, on page 218, one learns that "Miami had
its firstJewish delicatessen in 1915," but no systematic treatment of
Jewish women's experience in this context is provided. The index
contains six references to Jews on six separate pages. The role of
Jewish women in the state essentially appears in two paragraphs
(158-159). Cuban-American women fare only slightly better.
Despite its paucity of interpretation, the volume may be read
and consulted with profit by anyone interested in learning about
representative women inJD.-yriad fields of endeavor, including government and public service, medicine, environmentalism, athletics, education, and religion. Some may be surprised to discover
that the Sunshine State has produced a rich galaxy of aviators
(or "aviatrixes"), such as Jacqueline Cochran and Betty Skelton
Frankman. Certainly among the most appealing portraits in the
book is that of Ruth Bryan Owen, about whom the author has written previously. In 1928, Owen, the daughter of women's activist
Mary Baird Bryan and "The Great Commoner," William Jennings
Bryan, campaigned for and won a seat in the United States House
of Representatives, becoming the first woman from a previously
Confederate state to do so. Owen, a widow with four children,
had barnstormed by automobile with herself at the wheel through
her district, which ran from the Georgia border to Key West. She
made further history five years later when she accepted Franklin
D. Roosevelt's offer to become envoy to Denmark and Iceland, the
first time an American woman had been named ambassador to a
foreign country.
As a historian of women in Kentucky, this reviewer discerned a
number of parallels between women's experiences in the Bluegrass
and the Sunshine states. Weatherford offers a brief discussion of
the Koreshan Unity sect, some of whose members migrated in 1894
from Chicago and settled on six thousand acres near Fort Myers .
Like the Shakers in early-nineteenth-century Kentucky (and elsewhere), followers of this sect believed that God had appeared first
as a male form, Jesus, and would soon come again as a woman.
In the meantime, the faithful were to lead a celibate life. Not
surprisingly, like the Shakers, the Koreshans eventually died out.
Also common in both states has been a professionalized corps of
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midwives who have successfully combated alarmingly high rates of
infant mortality and maternal death.
Although the bibliography does not indicate research in archival materials, this volume is the product of a broad and careful
examination of published books and articles. They Dared to Dream
is certain to inspire valuable discussion and continuing scholarship
on women in Florida history.
Thomas H. Appleton Jr.

Eastern Kentucky University

Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South. Edited by
William A. Link, David Brown, Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013. Preface, notes,
index. Pp. vii, 302. $74.00 cloth.)
Creating Citizenship in The Nineteenth Century South is an edited
collection of individual chapters by different authors that grew out
of a series of conferences exploring a common theme: "Understanding the South, Understanding America: The American South
in Regional, National, and Global Perspectives." Other edited volumes have been published that explore broad themes in Southern
history, but this collection examines the introduction, construction, and contestations of citizenship throughout the nineteenth
century. With edited anthologies such as this one, it can be difficult to string together common ideas and questions transcending
multiple authors, locations, and periods. The introduction does a
fine job of explaining not only the theoretical basis for analyzing
notions of citizenship, but also weaves a single thread through the
work's three sections and numerous chapters, which makes this
book feel like it was conceived and written as a single monograph
by a single author.
The editors make the case that the growing body of scholarship on citizenship has mostly igne>red the South or at least has not
examined the South as much as other parts of the United States.
This is probably true, and the place where this represents the most
challenge is in the first section of this book that explores the antebellum era and citizenship. Most of the chapters in this section
are narrow but present interesting case studies. Daina Ramey Berry
highlights the ways in which bondsmen and women negotiated
their value at slave markets, which in turn created a consciousness
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or framework for citizenship when the war was over. The next two
chapters by Watson Jennison and Emily West explore the ways in
which free blacks in the South tried to construct notions of citizenship through authorized civic and informal channels. David Brown
is the only author in this section who does not examine African
Americans and slavery directly, but he does highlight the ideas of
popular democracy, egalitarianism, and republicanism in the Old
South. This section represents the most difficult material since
citizenship in the United~States is such a modern concept birthed
after the Civil War. In this section, readers will see the varied ways
that Southern black and white residents constructed citizenship as
a function of local actors and~ircumstances.
In the second section of the book, the authors explore the
impact of the Civil War on recasting notions of citizenship. James
Broomall turns a lens on Confederate veterans who became disillusioned with their war time experiences so much that they were
reluctant to return to civic life after the war. William A. Link returns
to the theme of race explored in the first section, but he examines
how conceptions of citizenship were contested between black and
white racial notions in Atlanta. Susanna Michele Lee explores the
role "loyalty" played in recognitions of citizenship rights for white
Unionists throughout the South.
The third and last section of the book is the least cohesive
from chapter to chapter and, in many ways, the most theoretical
for those wishing to explore questions of citizenship within a cultural milieu or a global lens. Jennifer Rae Greeson, Scott Romine,
and Peter Schmidt all explore the meaning of citizenship through
popular novels, memoirs, and plays written in the mid to late nineteenth century. The approach taken by these authors in this section
ranges from new historicism to a new cultural studies approach.
Daryl Michael Scott examines the extent to which the ·construction of white supremacy in the South and nation are centered on
"ethnoracial nationalism." Michael O'Brien closes the collection
with a theoretical piece meant to point to future scholarship on
citizenship and the South as well as function as a conclusion to the
entire book.
This book does a tremendous job in a field of study that is
lacking in any foundational literature. Although many frameworks
of citizenship are explored, the important paradigm of urban citizenship which is used by anthropologists and. sociologists such as
James Holston, Kevin O'Neill, and Brodwyn Fischer is missing.
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For these authors, notions of local citizenship or citizenship conceived through the city or urban environment is constructed and
disseminated from the bottom-up, from the slums and favelas all
the way through the civic, legal, and judicial system. The first section explores African Americans as agents of citizenship. Albeit
unsuccessful in their pursuits, they are not represented as actors
in most of the rest of the book. If Holston and others can locate
a bottom-up dynamic to citizenship in the Global South, it would
make sense that African Americans in the nineteenth century constructed notions of citizenship, and these ideas percolated upward.
In the 1990s, historians explored the question of "who freed the
slaves," with Vincent Harding and others promoting a social history
paradigm where the "slaves freed themselves" and were the catalyst
for their own emancipation. The editors and some of the authors
of this collection argue that citizenship on the national level is
defined by numerous amendments and civil rights legislation that
came after the close of the Civil War. So would it be a stretch to
imagine that African Americans defined the meaning of national
citizenship? Who was it that brought the first civil rights suits to
court, encoded civil rights in Southern state constitutions during
Reconstruction, and demanded that those rights be ensconced on
the national level? If this volume was extended further to include
the twentieth century and the Civil Rights Movement, both centuries would make clear the impact African Americans had on the
reframing of national citizenship in the U.S. However, this does
not diminish the contribution of this collectioJ?.· It should only
inspire an army of books and articles that will complete this important story.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central Florida

De Bow's Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South. By John
F. · Kvach. (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2013.
Acknowledgments, appendix, map, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. 280. $50.00 cloth.)

James Dunwoody Brownson G.D.B.) De Bow was one of the
most influential editors and regional promoters in the antebellum
South. His paper, De Bows Review, articulated a vision of a dynamic
South that would move beyond its "King Cotton" monoculture to
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include manufacturing, a thriving commercial trade, and a large
professional class immersed in the values of a slaveholding society.
From 1846 through the Civil War, thousands of De Bow's fellow
southerners read his editorials as well as those authors he supported in the pages of his newspaper. More recently, De Bow's Review
serves as an indispensable source for historians studying the economic, intellectual, arrd cultural life of the Old South. Despite De
Bow's obvious impact, as a subject of historical study, he presents
the biographer with cer:-tain challenges. That much of his personal correspondence was destroyed during the war, combined with
the fact that what material did survive does not offer great insight
into his inner life, make _Qe_ :Bow an unlikely candidate for a traditional biography. This may explain why so few historians have
given him the attention his career merits. Even more significant,
as John F. Kvach writes in his excellent study, De Bow's Review: The
Antebellum Vision of a New South, scholars have often discounted De
Bow's legacy because his "ideas never fit neatly into the artificial
compartments created by the terms Old South and New South" (7).
Fortunately, Kvach's book has gone far in addressing this oversight.
Kvach argues convincingly that De Bow's call for industrial
development and social innovation in the antebellum South
became the foundation for what historians have called the "New
South creed"-that "he served as a reminder to postwar southern
readers that continuity could exist within periods of discontinuity
and change" (2). Though riot an original thinker in most respects,
he championed an economic vision in the 1850s that Henry W.
Grady, Henry Watterson, and others preached in the late nineteen th century. Kvach describes how De Bow eventually linked this
message to a call for southern secession that utilized inflammatory
and even paranoid rhetoric. Based upon a painstaking analysis of
partial subscription lists (1,496 names), Kvach reveals the.audience
for this fire-eating propaganda to be overwhelmingly urban merchants and professionals, larger planters, and wealthy entrepreneurs. Kvach's description of the relationship between De Bow and
this audience makes this study unique.
Born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1820, De Bow was
raised in a community undergoing economic and social dislocation. The Panic of 1819 devastated the city's commerce, while the
congressional debates over Missouri's entrance into the United
States set some of the region's more radical citizens on edge. That
edge became sharper still in 1822, when Denmark Vesey's rumored
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slave revolt created panic among white Charlestonians. The second
son of a middling grocer, De Bow's family seemed to be experiencing the same relative economic decline as the city. Kvach maintains that these factors, along with corning of age under the spell
of John C. Calhoun, proved critical to De Bow's personal development. Later in life, De Bow typically depicted his youth in idyllic
terms, but the tedious odd jobs he worked, his intermittent education before attending the College of Charleston, and the deaths
within his immediate family suggest otherwise. Shortly after his
college graduation, De Bow, like many young Carolinians, sought
opportunity in the West. With the encouragement of friends and
businessmen back home, De Bow founded what would become the
region's leading paper on all matters related to the southern political economy.
As one would expect, Kvach offers a close reading of De Bow 's
Review from its inception in the 1840s until its last issue shortly
after the Civil War. This is all the more important because De Bow's
editorial voice must largely serve in lieu of what can be gleaned
from his rather limited personal papers. Kvach details how De
Bow, often utilizing his expertise in quantitative analysis, called for
urban development, new industries, improved commercial routes,
and agricultural reform. Such a program would create an internal
market in the South that would enable it to both compete economically with the North and give it the political power to protect
its interests, the principal one being the institution of slavery. A
savvy newspaperman, De Bow kept out of regio_nal party politics
lest he offend potential customers. "Bleeding Kansas," according to Kvach, represented a turning point for De Bow that led to
an ever-increasing sectional tone in the paper. De Bow seems to
have been a late convert to fire-eating secessionisrn, but what he
lacked in timing he more than made up for in passion. More moderate contributors to the Review began o be eclipsed by the likes
of George Fitzhugh and Edmund Ruffin. Ironically, the difficulties that plagued the Confederacy's war effort validated much of
De Bow's critique of the antebellum South's economy. Consistent
until the end, the conflict that destroyed his dream of a southern
republic reaffirmed his belief that the region needed to develop a
genuine mixed economy once the shooting stopped. It seems that
a weak constitution and ceaseless travel on behalf of his paper led
to De Bow's death in 1867-. This prophet of the New South would
not live to see his vision realized.
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Over the course of the nineteenth century, Kvach's De Bow was
a model of ideological continuity, at least in terms of the region's
political economy. Indeed, as the profile of his readers illustrates,
he was hardly alone. Based in methodical research and written in
clear prose, De Bow's Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South
will be the standard work on this man and his influential paper for
some time.
Frank]. Byrne

State University of New York at Oswego

Captives in Blue: The Civil War-Prisons of the Confederacy. By Roger
Pickenpaugh (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2013.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
Pp. x, 304. $39.95 cloth.)
Roger Pickenpaugh's most recent book, Captives in Blue: The
Civil War Prisons of the Confederacy, compliments his earlier study
of Union prisoner of war camps, Captives in Gray: The Civil War
Prisons of the Union, and treads much of the same methodological,
structural, and thematic territories of this earlier work. In fourteen
well-written chapters drawn heavily from prisoners' diaries, letters,
and reminiscences, Captives in Blue describes in intimate detail the
struggles of Union and Southern Unionist prisoners confined within a Confederate prison system racked by slipshod management
and inadequate resources. At the same time, it follows the growth
and collapse of the Confederate POW camp system from its earliest
incarnation in the warehouses of Richmond through the chaos of
Andersonville to the ultimate exchange of prisoners at war's end.
Along with its companion study, Captives in Blue would work well in
high school and undergraduate Civil War classes.
Yet while the book may be acceptable to general readers and
introductory students, historians and those well-versed in Civil War
literature may not be as receptive. The author's focus on prisoners'
accounts and recollection is a perfectly acceptable way to investigate prisoner-of-war camps, but in the case of Captives in Blue, there
is an uneasy disconnect between the inherent value of the source
material, the thematic focus of the presumed argument, and the
overall structure of the book. Much of this confusion stems from
the author's failure to provide an interpretive. framework within
which to understand the story that is about to unfold. Is it a study of
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the Union prisoners themselves - the titular "captives in blue" - or
is it a study of the Southern camps as implied by the subtitle? One
is never sure. An introductory chapter placing this work within the
broader historiography or providing a basic explanation of what
the book hopes to accomplish would have been helpful.
The opening chapters lead one to believe that this is a study
of Confederate prison camps (the closest the author comes to a
clearly defined thesis is his statement that the Confederate government's "makeshift approach [to camp creation and management]
would prove to be the general precedent for Southern prison
policy for the rest of the war" ( 1), and the book's chronological
chapter structure tends to support this assumption. Chapters one
through three explain the origins of the Confederate prisons and
prison system. Chapters four through ten discuss several of the
individual camps - Belle Isle, Libby Prison, Andersonville, etc. while chapters eleven through fourteen describe the forces that
rent the system at the end of the war - among them the protection
of camps from Union invasions, the management of black soldiers,
and the exchange and release of prisoners in 1864 and 1865.
Yet Pickenpaugh's primary evidence - prisoners' accounts
and recollections - suggests the author's true intent was to highlight the Union prisoner experience. If so, the author's intent
is overshadowed. So much attention has been paid to the forest
that the trees are lost. The result is a missed opportunity to understand more deeply the commonalities of the Union POW experience. It is obvio~s in Pickenpaugh's account tha~ Union prisoners,
regardless of where they were confined, shared similar incidences of homesickness, loneliness, poor food, malnutrition, abusive
guards, overcrowding, and disease. But the ultimate meaning of
these collective experiences is diminished by their isolation within
the book's framework of institutional development. The result is
a needlessly repetitive recitation of the poor food at Libby Prison
in one chapter followed by a similar description of poor food at
Belle Isle in the next. One can only wonder why he did not follow a structure more like Reid Mitchell's classic Civil War Soldiers
( 1997), a book similarly rooted in soldiers' accounts but one which
teases out the collective meaning of the soldier's experience more
successfully.
Ultimately, it is difficult to assess Pickenpaugh 's contribution
to the wider literature orr Civil War prisons and prison experiences. As Benjamin Cloyd has pointed out in his recent Haunted by
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Atrocity (2010), understanding and acceptance of the Civil War prison camp experience has changed dramatically over the past 150
years. First held out as evidence of the inherent barbarity of the
opposition, by the turn of the twentieth century, the experiences
of Civil War prisoners had come to encapsulate the honor, bravery,
and devotion to principle shared by all participants in the war, a
memory that served well the demands of national reconciliation.
Hampered by its structural defects, Captives in Blue does not make
broad claims about the nion prisoner experience and as such
does not fit neatly into the historiography. Likewise, as an institutional history of Confederate prisons, it does not take into account
many of the more recent 'fOr-ks on Civil War prisons, Confederate diplomacy, policy-making, civil-military relations, institutional
development, or military strategy, such as Charles Sanders, Jr. 's
While in the Hands of the Enemy (2005), which claims camp abuses
were conscious policy rather than the haphazard, inevitable, and
unfortunate by-products of war as described by this author.
Captives in Blue is not without its charms and may provide a
healthy introduction to the material in some classrooms. Ultimately, however, its inherent flaws represent a missed opportunity for
broader utility.
David Carlson

Troy University

The Allure of Immortality: An American Cult, a Rorida Swamp, and
a Renegade Prophet. By Lyn Millner. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2015.
Acknowledgements, illustrations,
bibliography, notes, index. Pp. xiv, 338. $24.95 cloth.)
The environment of the Second Great Awakening in the United States provided the perfect breeding ground for creating new
utopian communities. In regions such as New England and the
Midwest, Americans were bombarded with fanatical sentiments of
religious fervor and anti-capitalism. In a topic of American history where groups such as the Shakers, Harmonites, and Oneida
Community dominate literature, Lyn Millner's Allure of Immortality
brings to the forefront of the historical narrative another utopian
group, the Koreshan Unity.
Millner's work is a comprehensive history of.t he Koreshan Unity
and its charismatic and visionary leader, Cyrus Teed. The author's
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journalism background is apparent as the book reads more like
a story than just a series of historical events put in chronological
order. In the beginning, Millner paints a picture of the fervent
atmosphere of the Second Great Awakening in the heavily religious area of Utica, New York, in which Teed became obsessed with
the idea of melding science and religion into discovering immortality. After claiming he had revealed the truth about immortality
through a vision and scientific discoveries, Teed sought followers to
help spread his beliefs and fund his findings. Through a series of
moves to various locations, Teed ultimately brought the Koreshan
Unity to Estero, Florida, during the 1890s. The last part of the
book delves into the unique lives of the Koreshans as urbanites in
the then rural and growing area of South Florida.
A large contribution to Millner's research was the recent processing of the Koreshan Unity Papers collection at the State Archives
of Florida. The collection contains a variety of firsthand accounts
written by Koreshans along with photographs, publications created
by the members, and other administrative documents. With the
organization and preservation of these records, the Koreshan Unity's history is more accessible than ever. Prior to the State Archives
of Florida's acquisition of the collection, there were smaller publications about the Koreshan Unity but none as detailed as Millner's
work. There have also been journal articles which mention the
Koreshan Unity, but only in the context of how the group relates
to the broader subject of utopian societies throughout American
history. Allure of Immortality provides a more in-depth look into the
lives of the Koreshan Unity, a resource that scholars can utilize and
a compelling narrative for the general public to enjoy too .
An important theme throughout the book is the contemplation of faith from differing perspectives. The journey Teed took to
establish the Koreshan Unity and to maintain the community's balance was riddled with gossip and legal allegations often influenced
and covered by yellow journalism. Much like the other utopian
communities in the United States at the time, Teed centered the
Koreshan Unity's beliefs around concepts of celibacy, socialism,
and religious doctrine specific to the group . One of these beliefs
and a source of contention between Koreshans and members of
the public was the idea of cellular cosmogony, the belief that the
earth was hollow and that we live inside the Earth. Such topics captured the attention of the public and often resulted in ridicule of
the Koreshans . Millner skillfully juxtaposes firsthand experiences
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written by Koreshan Unity members with the criticisms and gossip
presented by the journalists of the time to provide the reader with
differing viewpoints. Much like the public during the late-1800s
and into the mid-1900s, it is up to the reader to decide what he or
she believes. Was Teed, or Koresh, really who he claimed to be?
Were the Koreshans harmless, or were they really "crazy" and a possible threat to social norms?
The press played an integral role throughout the Koreshan
Unity's existence. In the present day, it is a journalist, fittingly, that
has researched the social and cultural influence of the Koreshan
Unity and has published her findings for readers to digest on their
own. As a subject that carr easily be mocked with topics such as
cellular cosmogony, a rectilineator, a group of women called the
Planetary Court, and a prophet's corpse in a zinc bathtub, Millner
takes another approach and writes the Koreshan Unity's story with
respectful fascination. Unlike the journalists whose investigative
reporting sought to slander the Koreshan Unity, Millner presents
exhaustive research in hopes that the bigger picture is considered.
Rather than make hasty and judgmental opinions on the oddities
of the Koreshan Unity and its leader, Millner expresses the importance of historical perspective-to take into account why certain
people who lost hope in different facets of their lives at a particular
time in history followed a charismatic leader toward a way of life
that was promised to be better and more fulfilling eternally.
Katherine Marra

Orlando, Florida

Asylum Doctor: James Woods Babcock and the Red Plague of Pellagra.
By Charles S. Bryan. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 2014. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xxvii,
376. $34.95 cloth.)

Pellagra is the most important disease in southern history that
you've probably never heard of. Caused by a deficiency in niacin, one of the B vitamins, pellagra causes a bad rash, diarrhea,
dementia, and death. James Woods Babcock, the subject of this
biography, was one of the first American physicians to recognize
and study this disease in America.
Babcock was superintendent of the South Carolina State Hospital for the Insane in 1907 when cases of pellagra began appearing
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regularly at the doors of the asylum. Changes in the way the cornmeal was processed had removed most of the B-vitamins from this
staple of the southern diet; what had been a rare disorder suddenly
became a major cause of disability and death in areas where cornmeal was the principal food for the poor. Along with malaria and
hookworm, pellagra began to define the poverty of the southern
people, especially those who lived in mill towns with limited access
to fresh foods.
Babcock was a leader of the earliest American responders to
pellagra. He identified the disease as the same malady that had
been previously only characterized in Europe, wrote the first English language monograph on the disease, and organized the first
national pellagra conference (held in South Carolina in 1909).
The conference broadcast the importance of this new disease outbreak and brought the attention of the United States Public Health
Service (USPHS) to its mysteries. USPHS physician C.H. Lavinder
collaborated with Babcock in his investigations of the prevalence
and causation of pellagra. In 1915, Dr. Joseph Goldberger would
take his place and make major strides in understanding the dietary
causation of the disease.
Charles Bryan has more than one goal in this biography. He
wants to highlight the importance of Babcock's contribution to
solving the pellagra puzzle, a contribution heretofore little emphasized by historians. This is in part Babcock's own fault, for he
persistently downplayed his role in the pellagra story. But Bryan
is equally fascinated by the years 1907 to 1915, when pellagra
prompted widespread debate among physicians as to its cause and
cure. Goldberger's heroic work in proving the nutritional origin
of the disease was preceded by a decade of discussion that asked
whether moldy corn or an infectious agent (perhaps spread by an
insect vector) was the cause. Bryan outlines the story of American
commissions that studied pellagra (and concluded that a germ was
implicated) and the ways in which this incorrect side path occupied · Goldberger in its refutation. Without such a distraction,
Bryan argues that Goldberger might have arrived at a cheap lifesaving treatment, namely brewer's yeast, years earlier.
The link between poverty and pellagra had been obvious for
some time. Those who ate a "rich man's diet" did not get the disease, and the asylum attendants were also immune. When Goldberger proposed that it was poverty and diet that created the
disease, southern leaders (but not Babcock) were scandalized and
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belligerent at the indictment of southern civilization. Goldberger's
experiments showed that he could create pellagra in both humans
and dogs and then cure it all with manipulation of diet. He did not
live to see the isolation of niacin and its direct use as a treatment of
pellagra, confirming his life's work.
Bryan interweaves-these stories. Babcock is central to the early
years of pellagra's appearance and analysis in the U.S., but drops
out of sections that focus on Goldberger's work. Yet one can see the
difficulty of telling each story without the other. Bryan's contribution is to bring Babcock and the early years of pellagra research fully
into the historiographic record, which has tended to focus mostly
on Goldberger and his accomplishments. This useful background
makes the response to Goldberger much more comprehensible.
Bryan knows that most readers will want to assess not only
whether Babcock was an astute physician and researcher but also
whether he was a decent man. What was his position on race? How
did he treat the patients under his care? Babcock was an ally of
Benjamin Tillman, the white supremacist governor of South Carolina and its senator during Babcock's asylum superintendency, yet
all indications are that Babcock promoted the interests of black
patients as well as white and did not overtly share in Tillman's racist perspectives. The reader is left a bit perplexed about whether
Babcock could have promoted more compassionate care of the
patients in his institution. It is clear that he had to function on a
very minimal budget with a tiny staff, but could he have done more
to promote kindness in patient restraints or a better quality diet?
Bryan does not give us much evidence on this question and may
have not had enough to paint a detailed picture.
Throughout most of his career as an asylum doctor, Babcock
was opposed by his second in command, a physician passed over
for promotion when Babcock was appointed. Ultimately, this
antagonism led to a politically-inspired investigation of the asylum's management with Babcock being cleared of all charges, but
the residual hostility ended in his resignation. He resumed private
practice for the remainder of his career.
Bryan's valuable biography of James Babcock succeeds in
expanding our understanding of pellagra in the time of its discovery and elucidation. As the book is solidly researched in manuscript
materials, published documents from Babcock's time, and appropriate secondary works, it is unlikely to be superseded soon. His
work can now be placed on the shelf beside Elizabeth Etheridge's
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The Butterfly Caste: A Social History ofPellagra (1972) and Alan Kraut's
admirable biography, Goldberger's War: The Life and Work of a Public
Health Crusader (2003), as a key resource for the student, scholar, or
general reader interested in the intersection of poverty, nutrition,
and disease in the American South.
Margaret Humphreys

Duke University

Rhythms of Race: Cuban Musicians and the Making of Latino New York
City and Miami, 1940-1960. By Christina D. Abreu. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2015. Acknowledgements,
illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xiii, 322. $29.95
paper.)
It is easy to assume that the Cuban-American community
emerged with the exodus to Miami that began in the wake of Fidel
Castro's seizure of power. With Rhythms of R.ace, Christina D. Abreu
joins a chorus of scholars that analyzes a smaller but still significant Cuban-American population before 1959 and beyond South
Florida. Abreu uses Cuban musicians, their audiences, and community organizations as entry points into the communities of Latin
American and Caribbean immigrants that developed in New York
and Miami during the first half of the twentieth century. Music
buffs will revel in the life stories and performance histories of musical giants like Xavier Cugat, Miguelito Valdes, _Mario Bauza, Desi
Arnaz, and others. But these narratives are also stepping stones
toward a larger analysis of the collision and (re)creation of labels,
both racial and musical. Abreu demonstrates that Cuban musicians
and diverse audiences shaped what it meant not just to be (Afro)
Cuban but also Latin or Hispanic within the United States.
The musicians who moved between the United States and Cuba
provide unique insights into the ideas of race and class in both
societies. In early-twentieth-century Cuba, there was a widely-held
belief that racism did not exist despite the existence of inequality
and discrimination on the island. Many used the language of class
and culture to explain the inequalities around them. Although performing popular music brought better money than other working
class jobs in Havana, it did not convey middle class respectability.
This explains why many· middle class Cuban musicians were classically trained and why they decided to move to the United States
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after choosing to perform popular genres. Audiences in the latter
country had made peace with popular music and had shown interest in Cuban music as early as the 1920s (32-33).
Acceptance of popular music did not make the United States an
egalitarian paradise. Abreu emphasizes that musicians' race shaped
their migratory experience as well as their reception by North
American audiences. Afro-Cuban musical elements were a fixture
in the soundscape of New York and Miami, but they were heard by
segregated audiences composed of Cubans and Puerto Ricans in
Harlem and Jewish devotees in Manhattan. Black musicians often
had to decide whether accepting a gig at a segregated club would
endorse or challenge New YQrk-!s or Miami's color line (156, 213). In
general terms, North Americans favored lighter-skinned musicians
like Xavier Cugat and Desi Arnaz, who were nonwhite enough to be
deemed authentic but not black enough to subvert the "Latin" label
that was grafted onto bourgeoning musical forms (25, 186). There
were, however, numerous black Cuban musicians like Mario Bauza
who gained prominence among U.S. audiences for his experimental
combination of Afro-Cuban styles with American jazz.
Musicians did more than illustrate the contours of race and
musical genre in New York and Miami; they helped to define
them. In New York, Cuban musical performances were key to the
emerging labels like "Latin" and "Hispanic" that were being used
to categorize Latin Americans and their music. Likewise, in Miami,
Cuban musicians strengthened efforts to consolidate the image
of a Pan-American metropolis that urban boosters promoted in
the 1940s and 1950s (197-212). On the one hand, such lumping
could unify the diversity of musicians and audiences in the two cities. In fact, organizations that self-identified as Hispanic sponsored
musical contests in New York that attracted attention far and wide
(111-113). However, such terms also homogenized and whitened
populations at times by eliding the Cuban or especially the AfroCuban cultural roots. Marco Rizo, a light-skinned Cuban musician
himself, claimed, "I don't know why they call it Latin Jazz. What I
play and what Mario [Bauza] plays, I am sure, it was Afro-Cuban"
( 41). Cuban musicians' disproportionate influence on filling the
content of labels like "Latin" was often buried; the Afro-Cuban
roots even more so (134). There were exceptions, however, such as
the 1940s band that called itself "Machito y sus Afro-Cubans."
Abreu's narrative of the iconic Conga line embodies these tensions. Few of the North Americans enamored with the Conga line
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craze of the 1940s ever imagined the sacred, Afro-Cuban roots of
the genre. While musicians like Machito y sus Afro-Cubans generally
avoided these performances, other notables like Desi Arnaz did
not hesitate to employ them on stage and screen (156-164).
The popularity of Latin Jazz and the thriving musical communities of New York and Miami transformed in the 1950s. By the end
of that decade, the island of Cuba, the U.S. music industry, and the
mass media each had a new ruler. Collectively, Fidel Castro, Rock n'
Roll, and television altered the universe of Cuban-American musical exchange. There were some exceptions; before 1959, branches
of Fidel Castro's 26th of July movement were formed in Miami and
New York. Nor did all Cuban musicians suffer from television; Desi
Arnaz and his televised alter-ego, Ricky Ricardo, capitalized on
the new medium. Abreu spends significant time analyzing "I Love
Lucy" as an extension of the phenomena occurring in the nightclubs of New York and Florida.
Abreu's book spends the majority of its analysis on New York
and much less on Florida. Future researchers will have to determine whether this is a function of the Cuban American musical
community before 1959 or the author's personal choice. Likewise,
readers desiring simple definitions of terms like Latin or Hispanic
will not find them in this book. Instead, Abreu provides a more
nuanced understanding of these terms but only by engaging their
messiness and flexibility. Ultimately, the labels were forged and
reconfigured during acts of musical improvisation. The only way
to understand this is by thinking in terms of pr_-ocesses and analyzing specific moments, which is what Abreu does so well in this text.
Matthew Casey

University of Southern Mississippi

Ticks and Polit:ics in South Ronda: The Fourth Seminole War and the
Photographs ofRoy Komarek. By Robert L. Crawford. (Tallahassee,
FL: Tall Timbers Press, 2015. Acknowledgements, illustrations,
epilogue, literature cited. Pp. ix, 68. $19.95 paper.)
In most works of history, photographs and illustrations are
intended to serve as supplementary material, providing contextual information in addition to the written analysis. In the case of
Ticks and Politics in South Florida: The Fourth Seminole War and the
Photographs of Roy Komarek by Robert L. Crawford, however, the
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photographs take center stage and the historical narrative merely
provides the background setting. In this instance, the United States
Department of Agriculture's attempt to eradicate the Cattle Fever
Tick in the early twentieth century serves as that setting.
Crawford, a biologist and former ornithologist at Tall Timbers
Research Station in North Florida, was impelled to publish this photograph collection in -book form after the recent discovery of blackand-white negatives in the office of Roy Komarek, a former caretaker
of Tall Timbers. Komar~.!5 as a biologist assigned to study the status
of the ticks' impact on the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation
in the early 1940s. Utilizing his skill as an amateur photographer,
Komarek took many snapsho.ts during his time in the Big Cypress,
which spanned parts of four ~onsecutive years. Although Komarek's
camera work was not part of his investigative study, his photographs
are likely to have a greater lasting importance than his fieldwork or
any analysis of the Cattle Fever Tick controversy.
The political controversy alluded to by the book's title involved
the Seminoles of the Big Cypress Reservation and their refusal
to cooperate with government officials regarding the tactics for
the tick eradication. The Seminoles refused to cooperate in part
because, in addition to treating the infected cattle, the government
ordered that all of the wild deer in South Florida be hunted and
killed as they were believed to be a carrier and a secondary source
of the resilient Cattle Feve£_Ticks. What followed was an inter-agency clash between the Bureau of Animal Industry and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Of course, to refer to a bureaucratic squabble as a
"war" is more than a slight exaggeration, but considering the Seminoles' history in Florida, any controversy involving them is liable to
evoke memories and imagery of warfare.
Crawford provides brief chapters on the characteristics of cattle
ranching in Florida, the tick eradication campaign, the .fieldwork
of Roy Komarek, the makeup and history of the Florida Seminoles,
and their attempts to keep the United States from killing off the
all-important wild deer that provided sustenance as well as income
from the sale of hides. No in-depth analysis or persuasive argument
is offered by the author, possibly because the subject of the tick controversy has been treated thoroughly in several other works, such
as James Covington's The Seminoles of Florida (1993), Claire Strom's
Making Catfish Bait out of Government Boys: The Fight Against Cattle
~Ticks and the Transformation of the Yeoman South (2009), and Kenneth
Philp's "Turmoil at Big Cypress: Seminole Deer and the Florida
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Cattle Tick Controversy" ( 1977). Several government reports are
also available that detail the Cattle Fever Tick controversy in Florida. In fact, much of the text involving the tick study consists of
quotations directly from the writings of Komarek himself, provided
by his various reports and correspondences. Not mentioned at all
is the Seminole's history in Florida regarding cattle, specifically as
a point of contention during the three Seminole Wars (1817-1818;
1835-1842; 1855-1858) and thereafter, but one can assume that
such a digression was simply beyond the author's intended scope.
The largest portion of the book features Komarek's photographs, which are what makes this a valuable contribution to the
study of Florida's Seminole Indians during the early and mid-twentieth century and what will make it accessible to a wide audience. Several other photograph collections from a similar time period exist,
including the recent contribution Hidden Seminol,es: Julian Dimock s
Historic Florida Photographs (2011) by Jerald Milanich and Nina Root,
which is a more polished offering than Crawford's work. What sets
Ticks and Politics apart is the uniqueness of Komarek's photographs.
Whereas the majority of Seminole photograph collections feature
scenes of domestic life and their cultural milieu, Komarek's collection consists of rarely seen images of hunting, cattle herding, landscapes, campgrounds, marsh buggies, and small teams of Seminole
hunters and guides working closely with government officials, all
well away from the domestic sphere on the Big Cypress Reservation.
Komarek's photographs also include scenes of Seminole families
and their home life, but the snapshots of his activities in the field
amongst the forests, prairies, and marshland are what distinguish
Ticks and Politics in South Florida from other works.
John D. Settle

University of Central Florida

Bold They Rise: The Space Shuttle Early Years, 1972-1986. By David
Hitt and Heather R. Smith. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, sources,
index. Pp. xxii, 352. $36.95 cloth.)
WhenJohn Young and Robert Crippen climbed into the blackness of space on the 12Lh of April 1981, they brought with them
not only Columbia, the first Space Shuttle, but also and more
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importantly the hopes and enthusiasm of a brand new human
spaceflight program. Only six years earlier, the Apollo program
was concluded with a handshake in orbit between the Americans
and the Soviets, a rather poor end to a program that engraved for
eternity the footprints of twelve pairs of boots on the shining regolith of the Moon. The momentum imparted by President Kennedy
had faded away, replaced by a seemingly simpler task: flying in low
Earth orbit. This time though, the astronauts would ride, live, and
work not in a minuscule _:tj_n-can" capsule. Rather, they would have
the most complex flying machine ever designed by human minds
to date. The Space Transportation System that would replace Apollo gave birth to an aircraft-like achine capable of mutating from
rocket to orbital outpost to- glider. In addition, with an intended
flight manifest of almost one flight a week, the new vehicle had to
be designed to fly in space as regularly as a modern jet airliner. As
if this was not enough, the reusability and cheapness of operations
had to go side by side with the need of fulfilling a large number of
diverse missions ranging from delivering commercial satellites to
offering a stable platform for scientific investigations.
The compelling and captivating story of how this incredible
spacecraft, the Space Shuttle, came into existence and its first years
of operations are what Bold They Rise describes . To set the scene,
the authors have wisely chosen to start off with a description of the
Space Shuttle and its main c9mponents, introducing the reader to
their staggering complexity.-The theme is further developed within the following chapter, where the thought process that brought
about the Space Shuttle is clearly exposed. From the words of the
astronauts that worked daily and shoulder-by-shoulder with the finest aerospace engineers of the country, we get a taste of the new
technologies that had to be specifically developed for the Space
Shuttle. Creating a fleet of flying machines each capable of being
reused up to one hundred times posed technical issues far greater
that the ones that had to be overcome for the Apollo program.
For instance, a clear understanding of the troublesome avionics
system with its five redundant general purpose computers is one of
the best examples of the technological complexity the Shuttle had
to have in order to operate. The authors also very clearly expose
the political context within which the Space Shuttle was conceived,
revealing the rationale behind the configuration that the Shuttle assumed and, more importantly, its weaknesses and intrinsic
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dangerousness. This is perhaps one of the most important pieces
of knowledge that anybody should have to understand the Space
Shuttle, both in terms of hardware and the space program.
The bulk of the book is centred on the first five years of spaceflight operations, but do not be fooled. This is not a simple flight log
of the first twenty-five missions of the Space Shuttle program. Rather,
it is the tale of a group of astronauts that boldly flew those missions,
preparing NASA and the worldwide space industry for the spectacular accomplishments that would follow up to the end of the program
in 2011. It is an unfolding story told directly by the astronauts themselves, by the very same people that flew on those missions and that
know best what it means having lived those first epic and frantic years
of the Space Shuttle program. The authors did painstaking research
by examining hundreds of interviews from the NASA oral history
program and by interviewing face-to-face some of the protagonists of
those missions. This incredible amount of details is cleverly weaved
together to create a fine fabric in which a compelling and progressive story is narrated. Through the voices of the astronauts, we can
feel their enthusiasm and excitement as they describe their training,
their mission, or just the beauty of flying in space and watching our
world down below. The authors have left little room to themselves,
being just in the background while the astronauts talk undisturbed
about their missions. Like good teachers that facilitate the learning of their students, so the authors act as mediators efficiently and
quickly covering the gaps to continue from one astronaut's story to
another. There is also no attempt to disguise ~e less-heroic image
we often have of astronauts. In several instances, we can feel the
fears and worries of not being able to make it back alive. This is well
documented by the tale of STS-41D, which had the first launch pad
abort of the Shuttle program just seconds from lift-off.
The thirty years of operational service of the Space Shuttle will
be indelibly etched on the lagoon soil of Cape Canaveral and even
more so in the minds and souls of those who had the privilege to
be part or just a witness of it. Its contributions to human spaceflight
will be hailed for generations as we progressively become a multiplanetary species. Memories, however, need to be actively passed on
from generation to generation. Bold They Rise is one of those works
that will allow the memory of the Space Shuttle to remain alive, conveying the beauty and difficulty of flying and working in space.
Davide Sivolella
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Saving Florida: Women's Fight for the Environment in the Twentieth
Century. By Leslie Kemp Poole. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2015. Acknowledgements, figures, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. x, 288. $34.95 cloth.)

In Saving Florida: Women's Fight for the Environment in the Twentieth Century, Leslie Kenip Poole presents a clearly written, concise
overview of elite white women's activism in the Sunshine State.
Poole organizes the boo]s Jn to three chronological parts and then
focuses on several main topics within each part. Her section on the
Progressive Era, for example, has separate chapters on women's
campaigns to save birds, consepre forests, create parks, and beautify
the state. This organization-has both positive and negative aspects.
Although significant overlap exists in people, tactics, and rhetoric,
the different types of activism can seem a bit disconnected. However, each of these chapters could easily stand alone if needed as a
class reading assignment. Notably, Poole excels at describing both
the national and local context for women's activism in the state,
setting the stage vividly for each topic .
Saving Florida aptly demonstrates several interesting and significant continuities among women's environmental activism in the
state. First, Poole's work shows women deliberately using a wide
variety of rhetoric and reasoning in their activism across the twentieth century. Although the earliest literature on this topic tended
to focus exclusively on women using their status as mothers and
homemakers as a rationale (maternalism), Poole demonstrates
that women argued along economic, aesthetic, ecological, and
social justice lines as well. She also clearly describes how women
consciously manipulated various stereotypical views of women to
further goals in a non-threatening way.
For all the book achieves, what it lacks is also significant. Poole
purports to offer "a comprehensive study of Florida women's conservation and environmental activism" (2), yet she falls short of
this goal in several ways. Poole focuses almost exclusively on elite
white women in her study. African American, Native American,
and Hispanic women (and even poor whites) - all important parts
of Florida's population - lack any type of significant coverage. Even
in Poole's coverage of the environmental justice movement, which
centers on minority and poor neighborhoods' encounters with pollution, she chooses to focus on either how white women assisted
minorities with their environmental problems or case studies with
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whites. The issue of agency for these minority groups disappears
entirely as do the differences reflected through race and class
differences.
Her selection of elite white women as representative in Florida leads to other limitations. For example, these women select
conservative methods and tactics to pursue environmental reform.
They write letters, form committees within garden clubs, and push
for legislative change by working through the system. Of course,
this isn't surprising: elite white women have the time to devote to
club membership and pursuits, and although they may have been
victims of sexism, their class and color yield a significant amount of
unacknowledged privilege. What this does, however, is present a
one-sided view of how environmental activism occurs and unfairly
"normalizes" this type of advocacy.
Poole briefly acknowledges the lack of women of color in her
study in her introduction, yet she quickly dismisses this omission.
She states that efforts by African American women "usually had
the goal of improving the lives of families in the African American
community, not of saving or protecting the environment" (7). This
remark seems somewhat disingenuous, since a large percentage of
the white women Poole discusses used maternalism as a way to justify environmental activism. Further, African American women 's
attempts to improve conditions created and exacerbated by racism,
including neighborhood cleanup campaigns, fit directly into the
type of activism mentioned by Poole for white women.
Her limited coverage of women's activism lacks complexity in
analysis as well. For example, her description of the source of Florida's environmental woes is limited. To Poole's credit, she emphasizes that although Florida encountered similar environmental
problems as other parts of the country, the state's post World War
II explosion in population heightened the extent of those issues.
Yet Poole then repeatedly takes a "the men had made a real mess
of things [ ... ] it was up to the women to make a difference" (153)
approach, often overgeneralizing and holding men responsible for
the totality of environmental devastation Florida encountered. On
the other hand, all the women's vignettes glow with praise and celebrate positive contributions to feminism.
Certainly, the problem is more complicated than that. First,
women were not universally exempt from promoting, either explicitly or implicitly, a pro-gr.o wth business mentality that led to environmental problems. In one section, Poole notes that "women,
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freed from the constraints of business ties, were horrified" (34)
by logging, yet class tied some working class women to this industry, particularly those wives and family members of loggers. Furthermore, practically all of the women Poole describes moved to
Florida and were themselves part and parcel of the overwhelming
growth of the state itself, yet their own complicity in this process
remains invisible. In -addition, Poole herself repeatedly acknowledges male participation and even leadership in various environmental issues as they su12ported and worked with women without
adjusting her claims of responsibility. A more nuanced look at the
reasons behind devastation and the gendered range of responses
would have increased the valu.e of the book.
Despite these concerns, Poole's book is a useful study in
regional women 's activism. Environmental history, social history,
or gender history classes will find it to be a concise and readable (if
somewhat limited) overview of the topic. Importantly as well, she
provides a starting point for later studies of gender and environmental activism in Florida.
Elizabeth D. Blum
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